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St. Lazarus in Brazil – Latest Actions and Projects
Following the guidelines and standards implemented internationally by the United Grand Priories
of the Hospitaller Order of Saint Lazarus of Jerusalem and by the Lazarus Union – CSLI, and the
seriousness and transparency adopted by the Order Saint Lazarus Brazil, we send our report of
activities with the major activities:

- Meeting with the Command of the Metropolitan Civil Guard of São Paulo
On February 19, we had the honor of being received once
again by the Command of the Metropolitan Civil Guard of
São Paulo (GCM-SP) at its headquarters so that we could
talk about the partnership with Lazarus Union
International and our ceremony on February 23 , in which
we will have the honor of condecorating the Commander
General of the Metropolitan Civil Guard and the President
of the National Council of Municipal Guards, Carlos
Alexandre Braga, with one of the highest and most
exclusive awards of the Lazarus Union.
As we have always been magnificently welcomed and it was very good to see
the photo of former general commander Adelson de Souza on the wall of
commanders carrying the decoration that we humbly bestowed upon him.
With deep thanks also to Inspector Bias, all the ceremonial staff and the entire
GCM.

- Solemn Ceremony of Investiture and Recognition
On February 23, 2019, we held the solemn annual ceremony of
investiture, promotion and decoration of Lazarus Union Brazil. This
ceremony took place in the parish of Our Lady Achiropita, São Paulo..

In addition to having relied again on a musical environment,
this time provided by its Choir, we had the honor to receive a
large entourage of the Municipal Civil Guard of São Paulo and
to have the presence of delegations of various associations and
organizations that share our philanthropic, humanitarian,
charitable, egalitarian and humanistic ideals.
Our honorable chivalrous ranks received new members and
recognized not only the actions of our members through
promotions and decorations, but also honored some of the more than 3,200 valiant volunteers who
are part of the Lazarus Union Brazil.
In a ceremony full of remarkable and important moments, in
which relevant projects and a record of actions of 2018 were
announced, several of our members were elevated to the high
spheres of the Knighthood of Honor, and mainly we carried out
the grant of one of the most important honors of our
headquarters in Vienna to the Command of the Metropolitan
Civil Guard of São Paulo.
This year's ceremony served as an instrument for collecting food
for the needy and we were very happy to announce that almost 500
kg of food was received and donated to the social works of the
Parish of Our Lady of Achiropita.
In moments like these, when we open our hearts and doors to all,
and in which the devotion and humility of each of those involved in
this project are evident, that we effectively put our true Christian
values into evidence and that we put to aside any and all petty sparseness linked to personal titles
or disputes for power and ego.
Congratulations to all those involved and a great thank you to
all who have made the effort to come to the ceremony and have
given us the happiness to share with us of these remarkable
moments.

- Air Wing CSLI Brazil
On March 9, the Command of Unmanned Aircraft of the Air
Wing of the Lazarus Union Brazil - CSLI, carried out another
mission of environmental patrol in the area of permanent
preservation of Santa Geneva forest.
Images of a fragment of the forest in recovery process were
captured, which was affected by a fire in the not-so-distant
past.
This patrol mission will serve for biologists to research parcels
that will need human intervention for their full recovery.
All for our environment!

- Donation to Elderly Home
On March 23, the Group CSLI São Paulo of the Lazarus Union Brazil
– Lazarus Union CSLI, developed and implemented a mission for
donation of food supplies, cleaning products and hygiene products
for the Association House Madre Teodora for the Elderly.
This Association, located in the South Zone of the Capital of São
Paulo, is a residential home of unisex elderly, people who need
love, affection, warmth, attention and all care.
This house was founded in January 1990 and the initial work took
place by the pioneers, Mrs Vitalina, Mrs Corina and Mrs Maria
Trambini, who helped welcome and care for the early elderly. We
learned that 93-year-old Mrs Vitalina is still helping twice a week
in the kitchen.
May God bless all the volunteers in this house!

- Environmental monitoring
The CSLI Brazil Air Wing Unmanned Aircraft Command –
Lazarus Union International, held on April 6 the 4th official
Environmental Patrol mission in the area of permanent
preservation of Santa Geneva Forest.
Once more images of a fragment in recovery process were
captured to complement aerial mapping, which was affected by
a fire in the not-so-distant past.
During the operation, we caught the start of a fire, which was
soon controlled thanks to the direction with the help of our
Aircraft.
All for our environment!

- Commander’s Exchange GCM-SP
On April 5, 2019 took place at the Center for Training
in Urban Security in São Paulo the solemn ceremony
of Commander’s Exchange of the Metropolitan Civil
Guard - SP.
Superintendent Inspector Elza Paulina de Souza took
office at an event attended by several authorities. He
replaces Superintendent Inspector Carlos Alexandre
Braga.
Lazarus Union Brazil, for several years now, has a deep relationship of friendship and partnership
with the Metropolitan Civil Guard - SP, and in our solemn ceremony of cavalry investiture in March
2019 we had the pleasure to honor this corporation that has the hard and arduous mission of
protecting the citizens of one of the largest cities in the world.
We were very honored by the decision of Superintendent
Inspector Carlos Alexandre Braga to bear the medal of
Commander of the Lazarus Cross during the ceremony, and we
wish him much success in his future adventures.
We also wish the new commander of GCM-SP, Superintendent
Inspector Elza Paulina de Souza, much strength and success in
this new role, in this enormous challenge that presents itself to
him, showing that the Union São Lázaro Brazil continues
alongside the GCM, for whatever comes and goes.

- Decoration for the State Congressman
On April 13, the Group CSLI Ferraz de Vasconcelos, representing
the entire Lazarus Union Brazil - Lazarus Union International
awarded the medal "Valorem et Virtutis" (Valor e Virtude) in the
Gold Grade to State Congressman Rodrigo Gambale.
For his support for several of our charitable and humanitarian
actions, this recognition was expected to take place at our solemn ceremony, where this very high
honor would be bestowed for the first time.
Unfortunately, the noble Deputy, prevented by urgent last-minute commitments, cannot receive it
as we would like. Our recognition is given public now and we hope to resume charitable actions
and projects with their support and support.

- Reiki Project - Campinas
Continuing the action initiated in 2016, in 2019 the CSLI
Executive Group of Campinas of the Lazarus Union Brazil Lazarus Union International, carried out 7 more training courses
for a team for visits to places where they will offer free Reiki
treatment. A further 22 people were prepared for the missions in
2019.
Through this project interested people receive training in Reiki at its different
levels. Those who complete the courses receive certificates from the Saint
Lazarus Academy of Chivalrous and Humanitarian Studies (ASLECH), also
qualifying them for voluntary actions that will be organized by the group.
Reiki is a natural therapy of Japanese origin that, through the soft touch with the
hands, activates, restores and balances the vital energy of the body, stimulating
the immune system to healthy responses.

- Love, Light and Hope for Children Home
On May 4, the CSLI Group São Paulo of Lazarus Union Brazil Lazarus Union International, developed and implemented a
mission to donate surgical materials to LALEC.
LALEC - Love, Light and Hope for Children Home - is a social
assistance charity, non-governmental and non-profit.
Founded on April 26, 1999, Lalec was created to help those who need attention and affection most:
our children. They then decided to support those who were in a situation of vulnerability.
It is a shelter for abandoned children, or in a situation of high vulnerability. That guarantees them
their right to a home while awaiting their reintegration into the biological family or foster families.

- Joan of Arc Celebrations – Orléans / France
In another exceptional participation abroad, the Lazarus Union Brazil
- Lazarus Union International had again in 2019 the honor of being
invited to celebrate the actions of Joan of Arc, in the city of Orléans
(the first city that Warrior Saint helped to free in 1429).
There were 10 days of tributes, celebrations, history and memory, to
which we remained connected.

- CSLI BH
On May 15, the CSLI Group Belo Horizonte of Lazarus Union Brazil
- Lazarus Union International, developed and implemented a
mission to donate an LG TV of 49" and a basic food basket.
The Group Command was sought by a person who learned about
our work of helping others, and thus collected the donations and
brokered the delivery to a family in need of the items mentioned.
We congratulate Ms. Rosângela on her beautiful attitude of making her donation and thank our
confidence in seeking our Organization for this intermediary.

- Air Wing graduation
May 25 was a very special day for the Lazarus Union Brazil, and
most specially its Air Wing.
One of our members was approved in the theoretical period of the
Remote Pilot Course and, starting in the practical period, took
over the Falcon 03 aircraft in double command for the execution
of the Environmental Patrol in the Santa Geneva Forest. Our
Student Pilot will begin, concomitantly with the practical period,
in the Officer Training Course (CFO) of the São Lázaro Brazil
Union.
We also had two of our members approved in the theoretical
period of the Flight Safety Technician Course, which have already
begun in the practical period participating and performing
security procedures for mission success.

- Food container and Clothing
The CSLI Group São Paulo Group of Lazarus Union Brazil was
pleased to participate with the Marmita Da Amizade group in an
action to prepare food containers and distribute them for homeless
people in Greater São Paulo on July 25. The Group donated
blankets and sweaters from our clothes collecting campaign, as
well as supplies for the preparation of meals.

- Support Center for Child with Cancer
In August 2019, the CSLI Group São Paulo – Lazarus Union Brazil was
on a mission at the Support Center for Child with Cancer this
weekend, we had the privilege of knowing the institution. We deliver
our time, attention and supplied some needs of the institution with
our donations. We received the affection of the children. "Creating
new perspectives"

- Civil Defense and Protection
Graduation of the first class of the Civil Defense Program at the
School in Defense of the Citizen "Preparing a Better Future" - 6th
Year II of the School of Pottery.
Support Federal Institute of Santa Catarina - Campus of Cambore
State Secretariat of Civil Defense
Penha City Hall
Lazarus Union Brazil - Chair of Protection and Civil Defense

- Special Education School Domingos Sávio - BH
On September 10, the CSLI Group Belo Horizonte of Lazarus Union
Brazil - Lazarus Union International, developed and implemented
a mission for donations of basic food baskets.
The Group Command collected the donations and brokered the
delivery to the Domingos Savio School.
This school is a unit of Elementary Education and Special Education, also having therapeutic
workshops to support Health.
In all, 228 kg of food was delivered to assist the daily life of the said School.

- Civil Police Course
Lazarus Union Brazil – Lazarus Union International, through the
Air Wing CSLI Brazil developed and began the application of the
Introduction Course to Remotely Piloted Aircraft Systems,
specifically for the General Investigation Police Campinas and the
GARRA team.
The Course will last approximately 3 weeks, which will enable
officers to operate and receive DJI Phantom 4 aircrafts.
We will be certifying 2 Delegates (main commanders) and 8
Investigators who will make use of this new technology to assist in
investigations.

After completing the theoretical modules of the Introduction
Course to Remotely Piloted Aircraft Systems, on yesterday, the
Air Wing applied the practical part to the Delegates and
Investigators of the General Investigations Police and GARRA,
both from Campinas.
After four weeks, the new Remote Pilots are already registered
and able to request flights in the System of the Airspace Control
Department of the Brazilian Air Force (DECEA/FAB).
Two DJI Phantom 4 aircraft are also approved at the National Civil
Aviation Agency (ANAC), which will be used in investigations
assistance operations.
The Lazarus Union Brazil and its members are honored to
contribute public safety to the protection of our citizens.
After completing the Introduction Course to Remotely Piloted Aircraft
Systems for the Civil Police, we officially deliver certificates to the main
commanders, who received them on behalf of all completions of the
aforementioned course.
The Air Wing Command, on behalf of the National Command of the Lazarus
Union Brazil, received congratulations for the excellence of the course and
a letter of thanks.

- Operational Support
On September 22, the CSLI Operational Support of the
Lazarus Union Brazil - Lazarus Union International, carried
out a mission for food donations to the Regina Pacis
Monastery.
That Monastery houses the Monastic Fraternity of the
Disciples of Jesus, a Monastic Community of Monks: priests
and brothers, who consecrate themselves as Disciples of
Jesus, who develop a humanitarian project to feed the
neediest, baptized by them as SOPÃO.
An amount of 25 kg of non-perishable foods were donated in order to assist the project.

- Civil Defense and Protection
The Chair for Protection and Civil Defense of the Lazarus Union Brazil was present at the 1st
Seminar of Education, Risk Reduction and Disasters held on October 7, 2019.

- Food donation BH
The CSLI Group Belo Horizonte of Lazarus Union Brazil - Lazarus
Union International, was sought and informed of the need for a
family in Vespasiano, a municipality neighboring the Capital of
Minas Gerais.
When it was aware of the facts, the Group Command initiated food
collections and set up a basic food basket, which was delivered to
the said family in order to minimize their needs.
"Small gestures, small words, small acts, small demonstrations. This makes everything valuable
and true. "

- Air Wing CSLI Brazil
The CSLI Brazil Air Wing Unmanned Aircraft Command carried out
another environmental air patrol mission on November 2.
A new area has also been monitored, which will also undergo
monitoring by the biologists of the Santa Geneva Forest, verifying
whether their evolution will happen in a natural way or will need
human intervention and manipulation.

- São Vicente de Paula Home
In October 2019, the CSLI Group São Paulo of Lazarus Union Brazil
– Lazarus Union International finalized its annual rice collection
campaign. A total of 250kgs were collected and a large part of it
was donated to Lar São Vicente de Paula, along with clothes, other
supplies and medicines.
It was a day of learning with the most experienced and another humanitarian mission
accomplished by the CSLI Group São Paulo !!

- Mother Clory Home
The Mother Clory Home – an NGO in São Bernardo is a non-profit
association that supports children, adolescents, specials and the
elderly.
The Group CSLI São Paulo of Lazarus Union Brazil – Lazarus Union
International visited the institution on a humanitarian mission to
deliver donations from its rice campaign - 125kgs, Clothing - 20Kgs
and Blankets - 20units. The group was presented with a book about
the institution.

- Marília / Parish São Miguel Arcanjo
The CSLI Group São Paulo Group of Lazarus Union Brazil – Lazarus
Union International was contacted by parishioner São Miguel
Arcanjo from Marilia to collaborate in the donation, manufacture
and delivery of food to people on the street.
The food was prepared in the church's own kitchen, where
packaging was also completed and food distribution logistics were
determined. The Parish Priest accompanied the distribution of
meals and gave us a prayer among his community. It was a night of rich learnings on charity.

- Elderly Home Jesus Gonçalves
On October 31, the CSLI Operational Support of Lazarus Union
Brazil - Lazarus Union International, carried out a mission for food
donations to the "Home of Elderly" Jesus Gonçalves in Interlagos in
the Capital of São Paulo.
Thirty-one kg of non-perishable foods were donated in order to
assist the Home.

- City Shelter Seropédica
On November 5, the newly approved CSLI Group Seropédica of the
Lazarus Union Brazil – Lazarus Union International, was sought by
the administration of the Municipal Shelter, which reported that
the 15 young people (from six months to 17 years) were out any
items of personal hygiene.
The Group Command promptly responded to the request of the shelter and put into practice the
planning and execution to carry out this mission.
In all, 60 hygiene items were donated to assist the shelter.

- Bolivian Refugees Community
CSLI Group São Paulo of Lazarus Union Brazil, celebrated the
international day of volunteering performing missions.
The mission was to aid with donations the neighborhood of Bom
Retiro where they found refugee members of the Bolivian
community, people in need: supplies, diapers, toiletries, clothes,
strollers and toys were donated, new friendships were created!

- Children Association of Jandira
The CSLI Group São Paulo of Lazarus Union Brazil celebrated the
international day of volunteering by performing missions.
Another mission was on the benefit of Children Association of
Jandira, an entity that serves 120 children/day in psych pedagogy,
music teaching and computing for needy and special children in the
region.
The group donated a refrigerator after learning that the one of the association had broken and
supplies to the children. Creating new perspectives!

- Tactical Combat Casualty Care TCCC
Between December 11 and 14, 2019, the Chair of Health and
Medicine of the Saint Lazarus Academy of Chivalrous and
Humanitarian Studies (ASLECH), organized and taught the Tactical
Combat Casualty Care (TCCC) course.
Tactical Combat Casualty Care - TCCC or Pre-Hospital Tactical Care
is the new standard of pre-hospital care in combat, established by
the National Association of Emergency Medical Technicians
(NAEMT), one of the most important research and development
institutions in emergency and medical emergency in pre-hospital
trauma. It is a civil institution that standardizes the protocols of
care for trauma victims all over the world.
The TCCC was developed to meet a very evident needs, reduce the
number of preventable deaths in combat and ensure the safety of
the combatant who provides assistance, soon it was observed that
the standard of care to the wounded used by combatants did not
differ from the care provided on the streets of the United States to
the civilian public. Studies found that mortality rates within the
theaters of World War II, Vietnam and Gulf operations were due to
specific injuries and very different from those found in the urban
civilian environment.
In this training the officers of the Health and Medicine Corps of
Lazarus Union Brazil - Lazarus Union International aimed to
implement the TCCC protocol, adapting its operability for urban
combat, within the reality experienced by the security forces,
Military Police, Municipal Guards, Federal Police, Federal Highway
Policemen, Prison Agents and others, focusing on the arms
apparatus and the "modus operandi" of the aggressors, developing
new procedures with specific tactical actions, using techniques and
tactics appropriate to the terrain in which the combat takes place and the various attributions and
activities employed by the Security Forces.
For the first time and very successfully, the course was organized
in an unprecedented international cooperation with the Republic
of Portugal and offered free of charge to agents of the country's
order, security and relief forces.

- Center for the Child and Adolescent Support of Marília
The CSLI Group São Paulo of Lazarus Union Brazil – Lazarus Union
International, on December 6 delivered the diapers collected in its
campaign to the Center for the Child and Adolescent Support of
Marília (CACAM).
CACAM was founded as a host institution on July 1, 1992 to assist
children and adolescents from 0 to 17 years and 11 months of age,
of both sexes. Children and Adolescents are welcomed in various
modalities: family return, extended families and substitutes.
The group donated directly to the maintainer the total amount collected. Creating new
perspectives!

- Presenting the Lazarus Union
The CSLI Group São Paulo of Lazarus Union Brazil was invited by the
Suçuarana group of environmental operations, to make a
presentation on the CSLI and its work in the Sorocaba Military
School.
After the presentation of the work of the Suçuarana Environmental
Action Group, a presentation was made about CSLI – Lazarus Union
Brazil, Lazarus Union International. Many questions were raised
about the institution's performance and a future operation began to
be planned in the region to serve the needy children of Piedade, a
city near Sorocaba.
We are very honored by the invitation and thank you immensely!!!

- Rescue Gear Donation
Donation of kit with rescue gear and first aid stretcher for the
building of the School of Olaria, in Penha / SC
Lazarus Union Brazil - Lazarus Union International
Chair of Protection and Civil Defense

- Miguel Mincovschi Municipal School
On December 9, the CSLI Group São Paulo of Lazarus Union Brazil
– Lazarus Union International, delivered candy treats to the
children's Christmas kit of the Miguel Mincovschi Municipal School
in the rural area of Piedade.
The school principal activated the group to participate in the
children's Christmas. Creating new perspectives!

- Reiki CA
The CSLI Executive Group Campinas of Saint Lazarus
Brazil, held a meeting of Reikians in the pond of Taquaral,
where citizens of Campinas voluntarily received the
applications of this therapy.
This mission also had the support of the 1st Unmanned
Aircraft Command of the CSLI Brazil Air Wing, an
opportunity in which they conducted practical training with the new members of the Flight
Insurance Technician Course (CTSV).

- Children's Shelter of Paracambi / RJ
On November 14, in its 2nd mission, the CSLI Group Seropédica of
Lazarus Union Brazil – Lazarus Union International, was triggered
by the coordinators of the Children's Shelter of Paracambi / RJ,
notifying the need for 15 young sheltered on personal hygiene
products.
The Group Command promptly responded to the request of the shelter and put into practice the
planning and execution to carry out this mission.
In all, 81 hygiene items were donated to assist the shelter.

- Food Donation BH
Upon learning that two families needed food assistance, the
members of the CSLI Group Belo Horizonte of the Lazarus Union
Brazil, came together and acquired 2 basic food baskets
containing 32kg each.
In the sequence, they visited the families and donated 1 basic food
basket to each of them, completing the mission with a total of
64kg of donated food.

- Regina Pacis Monastery
The CSLI Operational Support of the Lazarus Union Brazil - Lazarus
Union International, again carried out another mission at the
Regina Pacis Monastery.
That Monastery houses the Monastic Fraternity of the Disciples of
Jesus, a Monastic Community of Monks: priests and brothers, who
consecrate themselves as Disciples of Jesus, who develop a
humanitarian project to feed the neediest, baptized by them as
SOPÃO.
A total of 39kg of non-perishable food and a bale of mineral water were donated in order to assist
the project.

- Food Drive Marília
The CSLI Group São Paulo of Lazarus Union Brazil was triggered by
parishioner of São Bento of Marília to collaborate in the donation,
manufacture and delivery of food to people on the street, in the city
of Marilia. They planned and executed the mission by sending
donations to the church, and participated in the preparation and
delivery of meals.
The food was prepared in the church's own kitchen, where
packaging was also completed and food distribution logistics were
determined. The Catholic community accompanied the
distribution of meals, as well as the parish priest responsible. The
group was honored by the invitation!

- Women’s Support Home
Held in "two periods", on November 28 and December 17, the CSLI
Group Seropédica of the Lazarus Union Brazil, implemented the
mission of aid to the Women's Support House, Rebuilding Life, of
the Christian Ebenezer Group.
Understanding the need for clothing and personal products of
those housed in that institution, 97 hygiene items and 30 pieces of
clothing were donated.

- São Vicente de Paulo Home
The CSLI Group São Paulo of the Lazarus Union Brazil was
triggered by São Vicente de Paulo Home, which is dedicated to care
at 3rd age, in Marilia where they planned and executed a Charitable
Mission to donate more than 300kg of groceries, together with the
local Fire Corps Brigade, which donated vegetables from his
vegetable garden.

- Christmas Diner at Jesus Gonçalves Home
On December 20, the CSLI Operational Support of Lazarus Union
Brazil - Lazarus Union International, carried out a new mission at
the "Elderly Home" Jesus Gonçalves in Interlagos in the Capital of
São Paulo.
In order to contribute to the institution's Christmas diner, 8
Christmas cakes (panetones) and 10 liters of soft drinks were
donated.

- Children’s Party in Piedade
On Sunday, December 22, the CSLI Group São Paulo of
Lazarus Union Brazil - Lazarus Union participated in the
Children's Christmas Party of the rural area of Piedade,
donating the gift kits.
The party took place in
the square maintained by the community itself.

- New Decorations and Awards Lazarus Union (CSLI)
In recognition of the efforts and commitment of some members of the
Lazarus Union Brazil - CSLI during 2019, Lazarus Union International
Command decided to grant for the first time some of the new decorations
and awards instituted by the organization for the first time not long.
It is with great honor and happiness that we announce some of our prominent members in 2019
(even aware that many others also deserve it) that for their commitment and dedication receive
the following honors:
- Daniel Emiliano Guedes - Medal of Honour for Special Merits
- Wagner Luiz de Menezes - UN-NGO Honour Medal
- Daniella Christine Prisco - Medal of Honour for Humanity
- Julio Custódio de Melo - Medal of Honour for Missions
- Yann Cutin (CSLI France CIC, under mentoring of CSLI Brazil) - Medal of Honour for Missions
- Viviane Moraes - Medal of Honour International Leadership Academy

- National and International Recognition
The seriousness of our actions, of our projects, the defense of our chivalric, charitable and
humanitarian values, keep bringing us recognitions, both within national and international range.
Different entities contacted us offering our deserving members their recognitions and awards.
Many of our members were honored with these awards and others will still be able to postulate in
some cases.
In the year 2019 our members received over 200 awards, medals, decorations and honors, of
approximately 30 institutions, in different degrees.
Congratulations to all members of the Lazarus Union Brazil – Corps Saint Lazarus International for
another year of dedication and hard work. Thanks to the commitment of each one we had a very
godd year of 2019.

